
WELCOME
While we are waiting to get started, please take a moment to 

think about which of the following statements is true:

A. A warming ocean temperature leads to an increase in the amount of water 

vapor over the oceans, in turn leading to the risk of heavy rain and snow

B. A warming ocean temperature causes sea levels to rise

C. A warming ocean temperature will change the circulatory patterns of 

ocean currents. 
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● Why teach about climate change

● Impact that climate change is having on our 

community

● Background-Gulf of Maine

● Affected populations 

● Change in water quality

● Lesson plans 



Question time
● What is climate change?

● Why is it happening?

● How does it fit into the social studies curriculum?



Water is everything
70% of our Earth is covered in oceans

The oceans absorb the sun’s heat, helping to regulate temperatures on land

The oceans are home to millions of plants and animals

2018 was the oceans’ hottest year on record

Warming ocean waters means changes to reef systems, rising sea levels, larger storms, 

and changes to ocean currents 



Topic ideas
● Geography

● Culture

● Human Geography

● Early Civilizations



Background to the problem
The Gulf of Maine stretches from Cape Cod to Nova Scotia

It is the intersection between cold water masses from the Arctic and warm water 

masses from the Gulf Stream. 

There are two current issues:

● Overall warming of the global ocean as air temperatures and greenhouse gases rise 

● Melting of ice in Greenland and the Arctic Ocean, which provides some fresh 

water is altering  ocean circulation patterns in the region.

“Warmer atmospheric temperatures heat up the water directly, but they also disrupt a 

crucial ocean current commonly called the Atlantic Conveyor Belt. It sends warm 

water north, the Gulf Stream, and cold water south, the Labrador Current.

As the glaciers in Greenland melt, more freshwater flows into the North Atlantic 

slowing down the Labrador Current, allowing more warm water into the gulf. And that 

is why the water temperatures here are rising so much faster here.

“





Let’s inform you

Gulf of Maine, Explained: The Warming Gulf of Maine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0gmqoX-XKU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=15&v=z0gmqoX-XKU&feature=emb_title


FACTS
● Maine has the longest coastline in the United States

● The Gulf of Maine is warming 99% faster than the 

rest of the world’s oceans

● A 2017 report from NOAA predicts at least a six inch 

increase in sea level by 2050



How does this affect me? 
What is the closest waterway to you?

What are the current concerns with it?

What is being done to help?



Let’s Lesson Plan 
● Making it fit 

○ Geography

○ Economics

○ World History



Science and History collide 
Climate Change Inquiry: Sea Ice and Temperature

https://pmm.nasa.gov/education/sites/default/files/lesson_plan_files/climate%20change%20inquiry/climate%20change%20inquiry%20sea%20ice%20lab.pdf


EXPERIMENT TIME



Creating Inquiry 
Student Inquiry Lab: Empty Waters

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bsxfSuGU963_uEVyl-nvgCXyVToh6nPsBaWaZgTg_lw/edit?usp=sharing


Data Collection 



Infographics



Drawing Connections 
Do modern civilizations still treat their waterways as living gods?

How have populations impacted waterways today?

Brainstorm ways in which waterways are becoming “sick"



PICTURE PROMPT



Death of the Nile
 Death of the Nile 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/resources/idt-sh/death_of_the_nile




Drought in Greece 
Sample Greece Climate Change report

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_Fmgs1ywUImSAXNIQclnRo3oTTuBlcL7AawYN-hyuJ0/edit?usp=sharing


Thank  you


